
Your Bob the BA Newsletter Has Arrived - Scroll Down for More!

Bob the BA is raising funds for a very special charity.  Find out how making a small
donation to this charity can get you Bob's book, get your organization a FREE 90-
minute webinar, and land Bob on the stage of a karaoke competition!  It's a win-win-
win for you, your organization and our charity!  Read More - Donate Today!

  

9 Tools to Build a Baloney
Detection Kit

Ask Bob the BA:  What do
you do when your sponsor
goes missing?

WIN Bob the BA on a
Stick!

Skeptical is a highly-
charged word. Are you
skeptical? Skeptical does
not need to be destructive
or negative. Skeptical can
mean looking at things
with a critical eye
respectfully and politely to
create thoughtful and
meaningful discussions to
elicit business
requirements and better
build business solutions.

It is a tough situation for
any Business Analyst out
there to handle when the
sponsor you need to keep
the project moving forward
leaves the company or is
no longer involved.  Hear
what Bob has to say about
steps to take in fixing this
problem. 

 

Happy Something on a
Stick Day! To celebrate
this awesome national
holiday, we are giving
away this amazing Bob
the BA "on a stick" fan.
Sorry the fan isn't edible
and we are pretty sure it
would taste awful if eaten.

Enter the drawing today
and you could be one of
20 lucky winners of Bob
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the BA on a stick. Hurry -
contest ends Friday,
March 31.

 

Upcoming Class ScheduleUpcoming Class Schedule
Save 10% with group registrations!

 

 Modern Business Analysis Techniques 
(Virtual - Online)  Only 10 Seats Left!

Apr 17, 2017

Come see what the #1 rated workshop at all Project World
and Project Summit events is all about!  If you struggle with
not getting enough information or time from stakeholders to
get the job done you may want to rethink the techniques
you have been using.  

Influencing Without Authority 
(Classroom)

Apr 21, 2017

The key to getting work done is through political and
collaborative skills.  How do you get the cooperation of
those that you have no authority over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the science - we will discuss practical
every day application.

The Agile Business Analyst 
(Virtual - Online)

May 22, 2017

There are many approaches to Agile but few address how
business analysis is done within the approach. 
Unfortunately many teams are struggling and wondering
why they don't have a business analyst.  There is more to it
than a user story right?

The Agile Business Analyst
(Classroom)

Jun 2, 2017

There are many approaches to Agile but few address how
business analysis is done within the approach. 
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Unfortunately many teams are struggling and wondering
why they don't have a business analyst.  There is more to it
than a user story right?

Influencing Without Authority
(Virtual - Online)

Jul 7, 2017

The key to getting work done is through political and
collaborative skills.  How do you get the cooperation of
those that you have no authority over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the science - we will discuss practical
every day application.

Business Analysis Street Smarts
(Virtual - Online)

Aug 18, 2017

Are you faced with increasingly complex challenges,
seemingly insurmountable problems, your unique culture,
and the unknowns that some days make your job
impossible?  This class provides real-world scenarios that
give you the streets smarts for greater success.
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